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Industrialization Through WWI
•

•

•

•

Today there are four PRIMARY industrial regions:
1) EASTERN NORTH America (the strongest),
2) WESTERN & CENTRAL Europe, 3) RUSSIA &
UKRAINE (former USSR), and 4) EASTERN ASIA
(where Japan’s dominance is being challenged by China
and the “Four Tigers”).
Looking back through history, the industrial revolution had
given Britain an enormous COMPARATIVE
ADVANTAGE by the early nineteenth century. The Ind.
Rev. spread through EXPANSION diffusion from Britain
(the core) eastward toward Russia along COAL deposits;
COLONIES supplied Europe with an abundance of raw
materials – mostly from Africa & Asia.
The only serious rival to Europe at that time was the
UNITED STATES, beginning in New England; NEW
YORK had great relative location, the focus of an
intensive transport network & a major BREAK-OF-BULK
location – facilitates the transfer of transported cargo from
one kind of carrier to another (e.g. ship-to-rail); benefited
from natural resources and supported by transportation
networks, capital, and labor (facilitated by massive emigration).
Most of the rest of the world lagged far behind Europe and the U.S. (exceptions: JAPAN, AUSTRALIA,…).

Mid-Twentieth Century Industrialization
•

•
•

OIL & natural GAS played a key role (the U.S. is very dependent on EXTERNAL sources even today); of the
countries with large reserves of oil & natural gas, RUSSIA is the only major industrial power.
The UNITED STATES emerged as the world’s preeminent power (escaped the destruction of WWI & WWII).
The map below shows the NORTH AMERICAN MANUFACTURING BELT; the economic & industrial
heart of the U.S.
• In addition, there are several other industrial
regions: 1) the SOUTHEASTERN district extends
from Richmond down to Atlanta & Birmingham;
2) the SOUTHWESTERN district runs from
Oklahoma City & Tulsa southward to Houston &
New Orleans; 3) there are three other regions in
the west – one in SOUTHERN California, one in
NORTHERN California, and one in the
NORTHWEST anchored by Portland & Seattle
and even northward into Canada.
• Major European industrial regions that emerged –
the RÜHR in western Germany became the
strongest; in eastern Germany was SAXONY &
SILESIA (in Poland & the Czech Republic today);
another major region developed in the DONBAS
region, which in Ukraine today.

Mid-Twentieth Century Industrialization (cont’d)
•
•

•

•
•

WWII devastated Europe’s industrial might; the US-sponsored MARSHALL Plan helped to rebuild it.
The communists in the USSR sponsored major
industrialization projects; major regions were
around – MOSCOW (the capital), and
LENINGRAD (in the west)
When Moscow and Leningrad were threatened
by the Nazis in World War II, whole industrial
plants were dismantled and reassembled in the
VOLGA region (east of Moscow).
The URAL mountains (further east) yield an
enormous variety of ores (e.g., iron, copper,…).
After World War II, areas in SIBERIA emerged
as key industrial regions (e.g., Kuzbas); a FAR
EAST region developed throughout the midtwentieth century, and has become a major
industrial zone the past few decades; all these
zones were connected by means of the TRANS-SIBERIAN RAILROAD.
•

•

Two countries avoided direct European COLONIZATION;
JAPAN (who had the early lead) & CHINA (was ravaged by
European spheres of influence).
• By the mid-nineteenth century, the Japanese broke out of
around 250 years of ISOLATION and began modernizing
under of the MEIJI RESTORATION.
• Two of the major regions that emerged were the KANTO
PLAIN (anchored by Tokyo) and the KANSAI DISTRICT
(anchored by the Kyoto-Kobe-Osaka triangle).
• It is remarkable that Japan was able to industrialize due to their
tremendous lack of valuable NATURAL RESOURCES (e.g.
coal, iron, petroleum); cheap LABOR costs helped them
initially; higher labor costs & government
MISMANAGEMENT led them into a downturn.
• China’s major industrial expansion began when the
COMMUNISTS took control of the country in 1949.
• Three of the major regions that emerged were the
NORTHEAST DISTRICT (their industrial heartland – focused on what was Manchuria), the NORTHERN &
CHANG DISTRICTS (developed in and around their largest city – Shanghai), and the GUANGDONG DISTRICT in
the south (near Hong Kong).
China’s rapid growth is largely due to their choice to pursue a more market-driven course (as opposed to communistdriven) through SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONES (SEZs) - specific areas within the country in which tax incentives
and less stringent environmental regulations are implemented to attract foreign business and investment.

Late Twentieth Century…
• Japan has faced growing competition from the

•
•

FOUR TIGERS – SOUTH KOREA, TAIWAN,
HONG KONG, and SINGAPORE – and more
recently from CHINA.
In 1997, the region suffered a severe economic
SETBACK & required money from the
INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND.
There are several SECONDARY INDUSTRIAL
REGIONS south of the world’s primary
industrial region; MEXICO & BRAZIL in the
“west”; INDIA, South Africa & Australia.

